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Roald Dahl
R

•	 His first published story was Shot Down Over Libya. It told 
of his experiences during World War II and was published 
on August 1, 1942.

•	 He wrote the screenplays for the movies Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang and You Only Live Twice. 

•	 Many of his stories have been turned into their own 
movies, like James and the Giant Peach, Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory, and even Fantastic Mr Fox.

Did You Know?

oald Dahl wrote many children’s books. 
He once was asked why he wrote 
children’s books, and he said: “I never 
get any protests from children. All you 

get are giggles of mirth and squirms of delight. I 
know what children like.”

 Roald Dahl led an extraordinary life. 
He was born in Landaff Wales on September 
13, 1916, of Norwegian parents. Roald’s father 
and sister died when Roald was 4 years old. 
His mother had to raise 6 children on her own. 
He loved his mother very much and based the 
grandmother in the story The Witches on his 
mother’s personality. 

 What Roald Dahl didn’t like was 
boarding school. He didn’t like living away from 
home. He also didn’t like the brutal discipline 
system used at the boarding schools. When he 
graduated, he applied to work with Shell Oil 
Company because he wanted to work and 
travel to exotic locations. He was able to live an 
exciting life working for Shell in East Africa. When 
World War II started, Roald Dahl volunteered as 
a fighter pilot in North Africa for the Royal Air 
Force. In 1942, he was injured and sent to work 
at the British Embassy in Washington D.C. It was 
while he was in Washington, that he started to 
write short stories. 

 Roald Dahl’s life was full of much 
excitement, but also many tragedies. Roald 
Dahl’s attitude when faced with life’s problems 
was to roll up his sleeves and work on a solution. 
The father in the book Fantastic Mr Fox, has the 
same attitude. Roald Dahl’s first wife suffered 
strokes during her first pregnancy. In response, 
Roald Dahl developed an exercise plan and 
speech therapy program for her to help her 
recover. When his son was 4 years old, he was 
hit by a car and suffered a brain injury. Roald 
Dahl worked with doctors to develop a shunt to 
remove extra liquid from the brain. Roald Dahl 
also had a rare blood disorder. He set up a fund 
to research cures and treatments for blood 
disorders. Roald Dahl uses exaggeration, irony, 
sarcasm and pathos in his children’s stories.
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Chapters Three to Four
1. Fill in each blank with the correct words from the chapters.

 a) “I can smell those goons a mile away. I can even smell one from the   
     other. Boggis gives off a filthy stink of rotten _________. Bunce reeks   
     of ___________, and as for Bean, the fumes of ___________ hang    
     around him like poisonous gases.”

 b)  “One of them __________ a flashlight on the hole, and there on the 
ground, in the circle of light, half in and half out of the hole, lay the 
poor ___________ bloodstained remains of…a fox’s tail.”

 c)  “There was no food for the foxes that night, and soon the children 
__________ off. Then Mrs Fox dozed off. But Mr Fox couldn’t sleep 
because of the pain in the ____________ of his tail.”  

 d) “Suddenly there was an especially loud _________ above their    
         heads and the sharp end of the shovel came right through the    
           _________. The sight of this __________ thing seemed to have an    
      __________ effect upon Mr Fox.”

2. Number the events from     to     in the order they occurred in these 
chapters.

   a) Mr Fox was shot in the tail.

   b) A shovel broke through the roof of the fox den. 

   c) The farmers hid in the woods outside the fox den.

  d) The farmers started to dig into the hill.

  e) The whole fox family started to dig deeper into the hill.

  f)  The little fox children fell asleep hungry.

61
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Chapters Three to Four
1. 

2. 3. 4. 5. 

6. 7. 

8. 

 9.

10. 

11. 

12. 13. 

Word List

cocky

crouched

doze

glint

murky

phew

poisonous

pricked

reeks

rustling

scrape

scrunch

tattered

twitched

2. Toxic.
6. Noise of movement in trees. 
8. Dark and hard to see.
10. A light sleep.
12. To take off a top layer. 

DownAcross
1. Over confident.
2. Mr Fox tuned his ears in.  
3. Squished.
4. Ragged.
5. A small quick movement. 
7. A little light reflected off metal. 
9. Smells really badly.
11. Stooped down.
13. A sound of relief.
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Chapters Three to Four
Answer each question with a full sentence. 

1. An author often hints about something that is going to happen. This is 
called ‘foreshadowing’. Find a quote that hints to Mr Fox going to face 
danger on his hunt. 

2. Why would Mr Fox be “especially careful coming out of his den?” 

3. What 3 senses does Mr Fox use when going out to hunt? 

4. How does Mr Fox react when he loses his tail?

5. What causes Mrs Fox to tell her children: “Your father is a fantastic fox.” 

6.  What 4 ways is the Fox family a strong family?

Journaling Prompt
Every family faces emergencies in the home. 
Describe the plan you have with your family to safely 
leave your home in case of an emergency: like a fire. 
If your family does not already have a plan, make 
one up for them. 
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Chapter 17

5

6

Chapter 18

Rhymes

In Chapter 17 (and Chapter 1), the characters sing a little rhyme about 

what is happening in the story. These little rhymes are 5 lines long and follow 

a pattern. The first line, second line and last line (fifth line) all rhyme with 

each other. Lines 3 and 4 don’t rhyme with lines 1,2 and 5, but they do 

rhyme with each other. Now it is your turn: write a rhyme about one event 

or person in the story. Use the same pattern. (Writing hint: think of the topic 

and write one line. Then, brainstorm as many words that you can think of 

that rhymes with the last word in your topic sentence. This can make it 

easier to write a rhyme).

Memoir

Imagine it is many years after the story is over. One of the little Foxes is all 

grown up. He decides to write a memoir. (A memoir is a story about the 

important moments in your life.) The little Fox writes about the time in his life 

when his father earned the nickname “Fantastic Mr Fox.” What would he 

remember? What would he think would be important to write about? Write 

little Fox’s memoir. Be sure to write at least 4 things his father did that was 

fantastic.

...................WritinG Task #
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Comprehension Quiz

4

31

SUBTOTAL:          /17

1

3

2

2

3

2

Answer each question with a full sentence. 
1. How are the farmers the same and how are they different?

2.  Why did Bean make all the plans for the farmers?  

3. List 3 of Bean’s plans to kill the fox.

4. Why did Bean’s plans all fail? Give 2 reasons. 

5. Why does the author use exaggeration to describe the farmers? 
Give 2 reasons.

6. Mr Fox is a careful hunter. Name 3 useful hunting skills he used to 
outsmart the farmers at the beginning of the story. 

7. Why are the little foxes present in the story? Use a fact from the 
story to explain your answer.  
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Word Search Puzzle
Find the words from the story. The words are written across, down, on an angle, 
and some are written backwards. 

cellar desperate jeered obstinate solemn
crater famished lousy prancing spluttered
creep fantastic maniac ravenous staring
dash furious mean refuse starving
decent impudent oath shrieked undefeated

f n u i t n e d u p m i y x r

f a m i s h e d a c d f t a a

s q n s v d q t y b d g r v t

o b s t i n a t e e e h j e l

l l x a a i y s a c r e e p z

e s m r a s l t h q e t u r p

m u t v e n t o e n e n i a u

n o o i v d b i u e j e t n b

f i p n q v h d c s h c d c c

x r r g o v e a e u y e o i g

l u e a p k i o l f f d i n a

s f t z e n g n l e z t y g v

f h a i a j s t a r i n g w c

r x r m e a n t r n s a r t u

a h c r a v e n o u s g h b c

s r t v l d e s p e r a t e w
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1.
 “Yes, but just don’t get 

careless,” said Mrs Fox. “You 

know they’ll be waiting for 

you, all three of them.” 

2.
 Answers will vary, but may 

include: Mr Fox doesn’t 

want anyone to find their 

home. He wanted to keep it 

secret to protect his family.  

3.
Mr Fox used his ears, his 

eyes and his nose. 

4.
He is very ‘glum’ or 

saddened by the loss of 

his tail. 

5.
She loves him, he heard the 

noise and warned them 

and he thought of a way to 

keep them alive.

6.
Mrs Fox wanted to protect 

her children and hugged 

them tight when they 

were scared. They all dug 

together. They praised and 

encouraged each other.

1.
Mrs. Fox thought he was 

fantastic because he 

didn’t panic, and he had 

thought of a plan to save 

the family. 

2.
Answers will vary.

3.
Answers will vary. 

1. a

2. b

3. b

4. c

Vocabulary

1.  

a) chicken-skins; 

goose-livers; apple 

cider

b) shone; tattered

c) dozed; stump

d) crunch; ceiling; 

awful; electric

a) 2

b) 6

c) 1

d) 3

e) 4

f) 5

2.

Vocabulary

Across

2. poisonous

6. rustling

8. murky

10. doze

12. scrape

Down

1. cocky

2. pricked

3. scrunch

4. tattered

5. twitched

7. glint

9. reeks

11. crouched

13. phew

a)  T

b)  F

c)  T

d)  F 

e)  F

f)  F

g)  F

h)  T

i)  F

2.

1.
Because they dug all day 

and all night. 

2.
He said it was a rotten idea.  

3.
Answers will vary, but may 

include: They can’t think of 

their own ideas.

4.
They have destroyed the 

wood and the hill.

5.
Answers will vary, but may 

include: It is a race for 

survival for the foxes to 

out-dig the mechanical 

diggers. It is a race to get 

the fox for the farmers. 
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Chapters Three to Four
Answer each question with a full sentence. 

1. An author often hints about something that is going to happen. This is 
called ‘foreshadowing’. Find a quote that hints to Mr Fox going to face 
danger on his hunt. 

2. Why would Mr Fox be “especially careful coming out of his den?” 

3. What 3 senses does Mr Fox use when going out to hunt? 

4. How does Mr Fox react when he loses his tail?

5. What causes Mrs Fox to tell her children: “Your father is a fantastic fox.” 

6.  What 4 ways is the Fox family a strong family?

Journaling Prompt
Every family faces emergencies in the home. 
Describe the plan you have with your family to safely 
leave your home in case of an emergency: like a fire. 
If your family does not already have a plan, make 
one up for them. 

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Activity Six
As we saw in Babe: The Gallant Pig the county fair is a popular attraction in many areas of 

the world, including England.  

Choose SIX of the following features that you would like to learn more about:

• forms of entertainment • contests • exhibits • demonstrations
• arts and crafts • food courts • carnivals • fireworks 

• other features of interest to you  

Try to provide as much variety and detail as possible. Write down your findings in the space 
below, at least one half-page in length.

Your task is to investigate the county fair (especially those in England) 
and record your findings.  Tell about six common features of such an event.
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Activity Five
Prejudice and stereotyping is a very destructive force in the world today. 

Prejudices often stand in the way of a person gaining a fresh and wonderful 
understanding and appreciation of other people and their cultures.   

In the novel, Babe: The Gallant Pig, Babe helps a number of characters
 overcome their prejudices and stereotypes.  

Now it’s your turn to help the Hoggets OVERCOME their prejudices...

Imagine that following Babe’s success at the Grand Challenge Sheepdog Trials, Farmer Hogget 
brings home a live turkey from the county fair.  Babe, Fly and the other farm animals soon discover 

that their new friend is, in fact, being fattened up for the Hogget’s Thanksgiving celebration, 
because the Hoggets believe turkeys to be dull and fit only for eating.  

What STRATEGY might Babe and the others come up with to have the Hoggets look beyond their 
prejudices toward turkeys? How might they help the Hoggets realize that this turkey is worth 

keeping around the farm beyond Thanksgiving?

Write down your strategy in the space below. 
Your explanation should be at least one half-page in length.
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Activity Four
Babe exhibits many positive character traits in this novel. Among the most important of these 

characteristics are hard work and perseverance.  The ultimate reward for all of Babe’s hard work 
and perseverance was winning first place at the Grand Challenge Sheepdog Trials. 

1 Reflect back on your own life and think of an experience when hard 
work and perseverance really paid off for you.  You may not have won a 
championship as Babe did, but perhaps it was an experience that helped 
you to become a better person.  Describe your experience – the hard work 
and perseverance that was involved and how it paid off.  

OR

2 Think about the experiences of a character (either human or animal) 
from another novel, movie or television program, in which the character 
benefited from his or her own hard work and perseverance. Write down 
the title of the novel, movie, or television program, and the name of the 
character. Then, describe the character’s experience – the hard work and 
perseverance that was involved and how it paid off.

For this activity, you are to complete ONE of the following tasks:

Write down your reflection in the space below. It should be at least one half-page in length.
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Activity Three
Babe and Fly have very different approaches when dealing with the task of getting sheep to 

obey their wishes.  Babe very politely asks the sheep to follow his wishes, while Fly is sharp, rude, 
and sometimes even threatens them.  

Consider each of these two approaches to leadership.  

• Can you think of a time when each approach is necessary?  

• Describe each situation in as much detail as necessary. Then, defend your answers giving 
good reasons to support your ideas. 

For this writing task, you may wish to consider different occupations 
(jobs) where different leadership styles are necessary.  You might 
also wish to consider occupations dealing with people or animals 

that might not be very easy to handle.
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Activity Two
One of the things which makes this novel so memorable is the unique and charming setting.  

The farmlands of rural, upland England is the setting for a good number of very popular novels.  

Your task is to investigate this geographical area, 
especially information pertaining to farms and farming. 

Here are some questions for you to consider:

Write down your findings in the space below. 
Your report should be at least one half-page in length.

• What is farmed in this area? (What livestock is raised, 

what crops are grown, and in what quantities on the 

average farm?)  

• How large is the typical farm in this area? How does this 

compare to the average-sized farm in North America?  

• How long is the growing season?

• What is the quality of the soil like compared to the soil 

near where you live? 
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Activity Six
As we saw in Babe: The Gallant Pig the county fair is a popular attraction in many areas of 

the world, including England.  

Choose SIX of the following features that you would like to learn more about:

• forms of entertainment • contests • exhibits • demonstrations
• arts and crafts • food courts • carnivals • fireworks 

• other features of interest to you  

Try to provide as much variety and detail as possible. Write down your findings in the space 
below, at least one half-page in length.

Your task is to investigate the county fair (especially those in England) 
and record your findings.  Tell about six common features of such an event.
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•	Babe has been made into a movie! 

•	Dick	King-Smith	was	voted	Children’s	Author	of	the	
Year	at	the	1992	British	Book	Awards	

•	Dick	and	his	wife	live	in	a	small	seventeenth-
Century	cottage

Did You Know?

Dick King-Smith

ick	King-Smith	was	born	
in 1922 and raised in 
Gloucestershire,	England.	

He got his start as a writer rather 
late in his life. Before turning to 
writing, he served in the army, 
worked as a farmer, and then as 
a teacher. His first book, The Fox 
Busters, was published in 1978 when 
he was 54 years old.  Since then 
Dick has written many books – over 
100 including Babe: The Gallant Pig!

Dick loves to write about animals – 
especially pigs.  This love of animals 
began during his childhood, when 
he had many different pets – 
rabbits, tortoises, rats, mice – and a 
toy farm with which he loved to play. 

Dick has enjoyed a very eventful life, even serving 
in the army during World War Two.  After the war 
Dick took over a farm owned by his father’s paper 
mill.  Although Dick enjoyed being around farm 
animals, his farming experiences were not entirely 
successful, and after twenty years decided to 

D go to work in a shoe factory. 
It was during this time that 
he also began to train as a 
teacher and more importantly, 
began to write!

Not surprisingly, his first idea 
for a children’s book (The Fox 
Busters) came from farming. 
Encouraged by the success 
of The Fox Busters, he wrote 
several more children’s books, 
until he was able to give up 
teaching for writing (although 
he never expected to make a 
living out of it).  

Dick’s novels are well loved 
by both children and adults. 

Two characteristics that make his books so popular 
can be seen in Babe: The Gallant Pig. First is his 
delightful sense of humor, and second is his belief 
that the “underdog” (someone who is unfortunate) 
should always triumph! These qualities make Babe 
and many of his other novels so enjoyable to read.
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Chapter Four
Part A

a) Fly thought that Babe would frighten the flock of ducks into the 
next county.

b) Babe was an immediate success at herding the ducks.

c) Babe suggested to Fly that he ask the ducks politely to do as he 
asked.

d) Ma immediately recognized that Babe was not a sheepdog but a 
pig.

e) Babe had a horrible dream about being chased across Farmer 
Hogget’s fields by a pack of wolves. 

1.

T  F

T  F

T  F

T  F

Circle       if the statement is TRUE or      if it is FALSE.T      F 

T  F

2. Number the events from        to        in the order they occurred in 
the chapter.

1        5       

a) Babe practices his herding skills with a flock of ducks.

b) Babe suggests to Fly that he ask the ducks politely to do as he suggests.

c) Babe meets his first sheep.

d) Babe has a bad nightmare.

e) Ma suggests to Babe that if asked politely, she would gladly do as she 
was told.

Babe: The Gallant Pig  CC2300
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Chapter Four
1. “You can attract more flies with honey than you can with vinegar”, is a popular old 

saying.  How might this saying apply to the way one relates to other people?        

2. Describe your feelings when a rude and bossy person asks you to do something.  
Why do you think you feel like that?

 Complete each sentence with a word from the list.

   dominate            civil            canter            snout            decent

1. It was difficult for Babe to be ______________ to the cranky old goat.

2. It is important that a sheepdog do its best to ______________ the herd of sheep 

 in its charge.

3. Although quite elderly, the opera singer still has a ______________ voice.

4. The horse entered through the gate and then began to ______________ down 

the race track.

5. My little brother hit the wild boar on the ______________.

Vocabulary
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Chapter Four
Part B

Answer the questions in complete sentences.

From your own experience, tell about a time when 
intelligence won out over everything else and helped 
you to achieve success at what you were doing.

Journal Activity

1. What was peculiar about the strategy for herding ducks that Babe suggested 
to Fly?

2. Can you think of another example of someone who approached a responsibility 
in a completely different manner than was expected, yet was very successful?

3. What was there about Babe that made Fly think that the pig would never be 
able to get near the sheep?

4. Babe becomes confused in this chapter over the words “ewe” and “you”.  Think of 
other examples of other homonyms which have caused English-speaking people 
confusion over the years.

5. Ma complains about not receiving any respect from the sheepdogs.  Why do 
you think respect is so important to most people (and sheep)?
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Chapters 5 and 6

 3

4

Babe really shows what he’s made of in Chapter Five, doesn’t he?  There are probably not too 
many pigs that would be brave enough to face up to angry dogs and desperate sheep-rustlers.  
Many heroes (like Babe) have enjoyed the honor of having poems written about their courage.  

Why should Babe be any different?  

Your assignment is to write a poem describing Babe’s heroics.  
The poem can be rhyming or unrhymed.

Chapters 7 and 8
Chapter Seven certainly reveals how well Babe relates to sheep, and how willingly they listen 
to him and obey his wishes.  Imagine for a few minutes how Babe might interact with another 

animal.  Babe really needs to get this animal to do what it is told.  

Your task is to write a short, one-act play featuring a conversation 
between Babe and an animal of your choice. How does Babe 

convince this animal to do what he wants it to do?

The animal might be another farm animal (horse, cow, chicken, duck).  
The animal, for instance, might not realize that it is putting itself in 

danger and Babe might have to convince it of this fact.

42

One possible format is a cinquain poem. 
 This is a five-line poem which follows this pattern:

Pattern
Line 1 :  1 word (title)   
Line 2 : 2 describing words
Line 3 : 3 action words 
Line 4 : 4 feeling words    
Line 5 : 1 word (synonym for title)          
                                                                     

Example
Cow
Slow, thoughtful
Chewing, grazing, milking
Always looks so sad
Animal
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Comprehension Quiz
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

2

2

2

2

2

24

SUBTOTAL:       /12

4. What did Babe want to learn from Fly? 

1. Describe how Farmer Hogget won Babe at the fair.

2. How were the sheepdogs prejudiced against other animals (including 
Babe)? 

   

3. Who became Babe’s foster mother on the Hogget farm?

6. Describe how Babe first became a hero on the Hogget farm.  

5. Describe the approach taken by Babe when getting another animal to do 
as he asks. 

2
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Find all of the words in the word search. Words may be horizontal, 
vertical, or diagonal. A few may even be backwards. Look carefully!
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Vocabulary

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

1.

1. hefted

2. variation

3. medley

4. intelligent

5. poised

2.

Answers will vary

Possible answer: He is 
quiet, she is talkative

Answers will vary

There was something 
likeable about the 

pig

Answers will vary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

Answers will vary
(i.e. doing household 

chores, taking on 
more responsibilities)

Accept any 
reasonable answer

Possible answers: 
cleaning out animal 
stalls, milking cows, 

etc.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

 B

 C  

 C

 A 

 C

4	

4

4

4

4

2.

3.

4.

5.

Vocabulary

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

1.

2.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

e
d
a
g
f
c
h
b

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

1.

2.

a) 2

b) 4  

c) 1

d) 5

e) 3

T

F

F

T

F
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Chapter One
Part B

13

Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

1. Mrs. Hogget’s English is filled with peculiar expressions such as “afore you does”.  
 Find another example of Mrs. Hogget’s unusual English from this chapter.

2. Farmer and Mrs. Hogget have very different personalities. Give one example of this.

Devise a contest at a county fair in which the prize 
is a Game Boy system.  Be sure to provide enough 
details so readers will have a good understanding 
of the contest rules. 

Journal Activity

3. Farmer Hogget enters a contest by judging the weight of a pig.  What is another 
contest in which a pig might have been won?

4. Even though Farmer Hogget does not keep pigs he decides to enter the contest. 
 Why do you think he made this decision?

5. Do you think the conclusion of this chapter is effective?  Explain.

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Let’s Make a Comic Strip!
Choose one of your favorite scenes in Charlotte’s Web and design a comic strip 
about it. 

1. Decide which scene you want to illustrate. (The opening scene in 
Chapter One where Fern saves Wilbur’s life is a great one.)

2. Plan how many drawings you’ll need to make and what will be in 
each one.

3. Ask your teacher to make copies of the comic strip paper below. 
(She may want to enlarge the paper.)

4. Gather your art supplies.

5. Start drawing!

6. Ask for a time to share your work with your class.

Title: ______________________________________________________________________________
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A Paper Mache “Wilbur” Bank

1. Blow up the balloon and tie a knot at end. This will be the pig’s body. 

2. Cut or tear newspaper into strips.

3. Tape the cup from the egg carton on knot end of the balloon.

4. Cut two ears from the box board or cardboard and tape onto the balloon.

5. To make the legs: 
 a) Cut two circles from the box board or cardboard.
 b) Cut circles in half.
 c) Take each half circle and form a cone.
 d) Attach the legs with tape to the underside of your pig.

6. Cut and bend pipe cleaner into a curly tail and tape onto the large end of the 
balloon.

7. Paste on approximately 4 layers of newspaper strips over the entire pig.

8. Allow to dry for at least two days. 

9. Ask a grownup to cut a rectangular coin slot in the top of your pig, then, burst the 
balloon with a pin.

10. Decorate with paints and allow your pig to dry.

WHAT YOU DO: 

3 Paste Mixture (½  cup white school glue 
and ½  cup water mixed together)

3 Newspaper
3 Scissors
3 A balloon
3 Masking tape
3 Cardboard or box board
3 One cup from an egg carton
3 Pink Pipe cleaner
3 Paint
3 Paint brushes

WHAT YOU NEED: 
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Life on a Farm
The National Pork Board has two very good websites about pigs and pig farming. Go to 

the addresses below to see each one:

A Farm Kid’s Journal - www.pork4kids.com/kids/meetFarmKid.asp 
Take a Farm Tour - www.pork4kids.com/kids/farm_tour.asp 

Now use the space below to summarize the information you learned on each site. Then 
take time to share what you’ve learned with your teacher and classmates.

A Farm Kid’s Journal:

Take a Farm Tour:
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Writing a Book Report
Use the graphic organizer below to write a book report about Charlotte’s Web. 

Share your work with your teacher.

 BOOK REPORT

Name:  _____________________________________________ Date: ____________________  

INTRODUCTION 

Title:  ____________________________________________________________________________

Author: ___________________________________  Type of book: ______________________

BODY 

1. When and where does story take place? 

 a)  Time:  ______________________________  b)  Place: _________________________  

 Who is the story about? Characters:  __________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

2. Write a paragraph of at least 5 sentences, about the most interesting character 
or subject in the book.      

  _____________________________________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________                                   

3. What happened in the story or to the subject of the book?  ____________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________

4. What is the theme of the book?  ______________________________________________

5. Evaluation: What were the things you especially liked or disliked about the book? 
Would you recommend the book for another person? Why or why not? 

  _____________________________________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________________________________
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Anthropomorphism
(Animals Acting and Talking Like People)

Anthropomorphism happens when characters that are not human act as if they were. 
Often in children’s books, animals are anthropomorphic. This means that animals talk, 
think, move, and act as if they are human.

In Charlotte’s Web, all of the barn animals were anthropomorphic. Think about how 
Wilbur, Templeton, and Charlotte talked to each other. Listed below are the titles of 
some other anthropomorphic children’s books. Using the internet or your media center, 
read a review of each book and then list the anthropomorphic characters (animals who 
act like they are human) next to the book title. Who knows, you might just decide to 
read one or more of these books!

1. Ben and Me 
 by Robert Lawson

2. The Rescuers  
 by Margery Sharp

3. Bunnicula, a Rabbit 
 Tale of Mystery  
 by Deborah Howe

4. The Franklin books
 by Paulette Bourgeois

5. Redwall  
 by Brian Jacques

6. Coyote Dreams  
 by Susan Nunes

7. Elizabeth and Larry   
 by Marilyn Sadler

 BOOK TITLE ANTHROPOMORPHIC CHARACTERS
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Learn More about Spiders
Many people believe things about spiders that are not true. The American Humane 
Association has a great web page at www.americanhumane.org/kids/spiders.htm 

Your task is to go to this website and find at least ten interesting facts about spiders. 
When you’ve done this, make a poster or sign that lists all the facts. Draw pictures to 
make your poster more attractive.

Now ask your teacher for a time to present your findings to your class. Practice what you 
will say before you make your presentation. Don’t be nervous, speak loudly and clearly, 
and do a great job! You and your classmates will be glad you did!

When you’ve finished your presentation, ask your classmates to answer the following 
questions about it.

YOU BE THE JUDGE!
1. Name of the Presentation _____________________________________________________

2. Name of the Presenter ________________________________________________________

3. Could you hear the presenter? _________________________________________________

4. Could you see the poster or chart? _____________________________________________

5. Name at least two things you learned from this presentation.

  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________

6. Was the presentation interesting? ______________________________________________

7. How would you rate this presentation – from 1 to 10 (1 is very low and 10 is the 

 best job ever!) ________________________________________________________________

8. Your name ____________________________________________________________________
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Did You Know?

E.B.White (1899-1985)

s a young man, White was a 
newspaper reporter. In 1929, he 
married Katherine Angell. He also 

took a job as a writer at the New Yorker 
Magazine and stayed there for several 
years.  

In 1939, Elwyn and Katherine bought a farm in 
Maine. He spent a great deal of his time writing 
books and magazine articles. His first children’s 
book, Stuart Little, was published in 1945. It is 
the story of a young boy who was no larger 
than a mouse. 

White loved the farm and the animals on it. In 
1952, he published Charlotte’s Web. It is the 
story of a pig named Wilbur and a gray spider 
named Charlotte. White based many of the 
animal characters in the book on his own farm 
animals. Charlotte’s Web quickly became very 
popular. It also won a Newbery Award for Best 
Children’s Book. 

A

E.B. White died in North Brookline, Maine, 
in 1985. He will always be remembered as 
the man who made Charlotte, Wilbur, and 
Templeton real to generations of children.

Elwyn Brooks (E.B.) White was born in Mount Vernon, New York on July 11, 
1899. He said that he began writing as soon as he could spell. Elwyn went to 
elementary and high school in his hometown and finished Cornell University 
in 1921. 

•	that	E.B	White	wrote	a	book	about	grammar	and	rules	
for writing?

•	that	White’s	friends	called	him	“Andy”?

•	that	White	was	so	shy	as	a	child	he	would	have	
someone else read his work to the class?
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Chapters One and Two
Part A

a) Mr. Arable was carrying a shotgun to the hog house.

b) Fern was very upset when she found out what her dad was 
planning to do to the baby pig.

c) Fern begged her dad not to kill the pig.

d) Mr. Arable gave the pig to Avery, Fern’s brother.

e) The Arables fed the pig with a baby spoon.

f) Fern named the pig Wilbur.

g) Fern and Wilbur did not spend much time together.

h) Mr. Arable was upset when Wilbur began to eat more and more.

i) Fern did not know the family who bought Wilbur.

j) Wilbur went to live in the cellar of Zuckerman’s barn.

2.

T  F

T  F

T  F

T    F 

T  F
T  F

T  F

1. Which answer best describes:

a) Fern? b) Wilbur?

A a calm girl
B an unconcerned girl  
C a girl who cares about  
 others

A an angry baby pig
B an easy-going baby pig
C a crying baby pig

T  F

T  F

T  F
T  F

Circle       if the statement is TRUE or      if it is FALSE.
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1. Why do you think a little girl would try to save the life of a baby pig?

11

Chapters One and Two

Write the correct word next to its meaning. Three words will be left over.

runt        sopping        injustice        untimely        dagger 
specimen        blissful        gaze        enchanted        manure            

Vocabulary

1. soaked or drenched with water 

2. the smallest or weakest of a litter    

3. happening too soon or too early    

4. an act that is unfair or wrong   

5. extreme happiness   

6. something used as an example   

7. a short pointed weapon with sharp edges

2. Look at the cover of Charlotte’s Web. What do you see there?
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Chapters One and Two

13

Answer each question with a complete sentence.

4. How do you think Fern felt when she found out that her dad was going to kill Wilbur?

5. Describe some of the things that Fern did with Wilbur when he was still a baby pig.

Fern          Mr. Arable          Mrs. Arable          Avery

a) “Where’s Papa going with that ax?”

b) “Well, one of the pigs is a runt. It’s very small and
 weak, and it will never amount to anything.”

c) “Please don’t kill it! It’s unfair!”

d) “I’ll let you start it on a bottle, like a baby.”

e) “You call that miserable thing a pig?”

f) “Can I have a pig, too, Pop?”

g) “Its name is Wilbur.”

h) “Tell your uncle Homer that you’ve got a pig you’ll 
     sell for six dollars, and see what he says.”

3. Beside each quote from the book write the name of the character who said it.   
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41

Write about a good friend of yours. What are your friend’s best qualities? Does 
your friend share any qualities with Charlotte? What are they? Do you believe 

that your friend would stand up for you the way Charlotte did for Wilbur? 
(Use complete sentences)

Pretend that the animals in the barnyard are going to have a party for Wilbur 
to celebrate his special prize at the County Fair. Design an invitation that they 

might send. Be sure to include all the information that is needed.  
(remember the 5 W’s – who, what, where, when, and why).
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Comprehension Quiz
Answer each question in a complete sentence or short paragraph.              22

SUBTOTAL:       /10

2

1. How did Fern feel when she found out that her father was going to kill the 
runt piglet that had just been born? What question did she ask him?              
                                                          

 

2

2. Describe how Fern took care of Wilbur in the beginning. Why do you think 
she did these things?                                           

2

6. Why did Wilbur think that Charlotte was “bloodthirsty”? Did he still feel that 
way at the end of the story?                                               

  

1

5. What was Charlotte’s fancy way of saying, “Hello”?                      

1

3. How did Lurvy get Wilbur back to the barn after he escaped? 

2

4. What is Wilbur’s problem at the beginning of Chapter Six?  What happens 
 to help him solve it?                                                                                  
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Word Search

avery 
barn

charlotte
distinct 

egg

horse
humble
miracle

mr. arable
mrs. zuckerman

radiant 
rotten
runt
sac

sheep

some pig
templeton

uncle 
web

Wilbur

Find all of the words in the Word Search. Words may be horizontal, 
vertical or even diagonal. A few may even be backwards. Look carefully!
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23 24 25 26 2827

1. truffles

2. gullible

3. sedentary

4. beechnuts

5. discouraged

6. accept any 

reasonable 

response

7. accept any 

reasonable 

response

1.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

T

F

T

F

F

F 

F

T

F

T

2.

coax, trochanter, 
femur, patella, 

tibia, metatarsus, 
& tarsus

1.

2.

a) Lurvy

b) Charlotte

c) Wilbur

d) Mrs. 

Zuckerman

e) Avery

f) Fern

g) a lamb

accept any 

reasonable 

response

accept any 

reasonable response

accept any 

reasonable response

2.

3.

A. something that 
covers or conceals

B. hard work

C. seriously

D. confusion

E. easily seen

F. an unusual action

G. an  event that will 
happen in the future

H. outstanding or 
spectacular

1. 1.

D

B

B

A

4

4

4

4

2.

3.

4.

C4

5.

accept any 
reasonable answer

accept any 
reasonable answer

a) Mr. Zuckerman

b) Charlotte

c) the old sheep

d) Templeton

1.

2.

3.
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Chapters Nine and Ten

Charlotte        Templeton        Wilbur        a Lamb        

Mrs. Zuckerman        Avery        Fern        Lurvy

a) “What in thunder? Rats! Fhew! I might a’ 
known a rat would make a nest under this 
trough. How I hate a rat!”

b) “I was just thinking that people are very 
gullible.”

c) “You have awfully hairy legs, Charlotte.”

d) “Just in time for a piece of blueberry pie!”

e) “Hey, look at that big spider! It’s tremenjus.”

f) “You stop it, Avery!”

g) “Who wants to live in a barn that’s 
perfumed with rotten eggs?”

1. Write the name of the speaker in the box beside each quote. One name will 
be left over.    

2. Write a paragraph of at least four sentences telling how it feels to go up in a swing.

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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• RSL.3.1	  Ask	  and	  answer	  questions	  to	  demonstrate	  understanding	  of	  a	  text,	  referring	  explicitly	  to	  the	  text	  as	  the	  basis	  for	  the	  answers.	  
• RSL.3.2	  Recount	  stories,	  including	  fables,	  folktales,	  and	  myths	  from	  diverse	  cultures;	  determine	  the	  central	  message,	  lesson,	  or	  moral	  and	  explain	  how	  it	  is	  

conveyed	  through	  key	  details	  in	  the	  text.	  
• RSL.3.3	  Describe	  characters	  in	  a	  story	  and	  explain	  how	  their	  actions	  contribute	  to	  the	  sequence	  of	  events.	  
• RSL.3.4	  Determine	  the	  meaning	  of	  words	  and	  phrases	  as	  they	  are	  used	  in	  a	  text,	  distinguishing	  literal	  from	  non-‐literal	  language.	  
• RSL.3.5	  Refer	  to	  parts	  of	  stories,	  dramas,	  and	  poems	  when	  writing	  or	  speaking	  about	  a	  text,	  using	  terms	  such	  as	  chapter,	  scene,	  and	  stanza;	  describe	  how	  each	  

successive	  part	  builds	  on	  earlier	  sections.	  
• RSL.3.6	  Distinguish	  their	  own	  point	  of	  view	  from	  that	  of	  the	  narrator	  or	  those	  of	  the	  characters.	  
• RSL.3.7	  Explain	  how	  specific	  aspects	  of	  a	  text’s	  illustrations	  contribute	  to	  what	  is	  conveyed	  by	  the	  words	  in	  a	  story.	  
• RSL.3.10	  By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  year	  read	  and	  comprehend	  literature,	  including	  stories,	  dramas,	  and	  poetry,	  at	  the	  high	  end	  of	  the	  grades	  2–3	  text	  complexity	  band	  

independently	  and	  proficiently.	  
• RSL.4.1	  Refer	  to	  details	  and	  examples	  in	  a	  text	  when	  explaining	  what	  the	  text	  says	  explicitly	  and	  when	  drawing	  inferences	  from	  the	  text.	  
• RSL.4.2	  Determine	  a	  theme	  of	  a	  story,	  drama,	  or	  poem	  from	  details	  in	  the	  text;	  summarize	  the	  text.	  
• RSL.4.3	  Describe	  in	  depth	  a	  character,	  setting,	  or	  event	  in	  a	  story	  or	  drama,	  drawing	  on	  specific	  details	  in	  the	  text.	  
• RSL.4.4	  Determine	  the	  meaning	  of	  words	  and	  phrases	  as	  they	  are	  used	  in	  a	  text,	  including	  those	  that	  allude	  to	  significant	  characters	  found	  in	  mythology.	  
• RSL.4.6	  Compare	  and	  contrast	  the	  point	  of	  view	  from	  which	  different	  stories	  are	  narrated,	  including	  the	  difference	  between	  first-‐	  and	  third-‐person	  narrations.	  
• RSL.4.10	  By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  year	  read	  and	  comprehend	  literature,	  including	  stories,	  dramas,	  and	  poetry,	  in	  the	  grades	  4–5	  text	  complexity	  band	  proficiently,	  with	  

scaffolding	  as	  needed	  at	  the	  high	  end	  of	  the	  range.	  
• RSFS.3.3	  Know	  and	  apply	  grade-‐level	  phonics	  and	  word	  analysis	  skills	  in	  decoding	  words.	  A)	  Identify	  and	  know	  the	  meaning	  of	  the	  most	  common	  prefixes	  and	  

derivational	  suffixes.	  B)	  Decode	  words	  with	  common	  Latin	  suffixes.	  C)	  Decode	  multi-‐syllable	  words.	  d.	  Read	  grade-‐appropriate	  irregularly	  spelled	  words.	  
• RSFS.3.4	  Read	  with	  sufficient	  accuracy	  and	  fluency	  to	  support	  comprehension.	  A)	  Read	  grade-‐level	  text	  with	  purpose	  and	  understanding.	  B).	  Read	  grade-‐level	  

prose	  and	  poetry	  orally	  with	  accuracy,	  appropriate	  rate,	  and	  expression	  on	  successive	  readings	  C)	  Use	  context	  to	  confirm	  or	  self-‐correct	  word	  recognition	  and	  
understanding,	  rereading	  as	  necessary.	  

• RSFS.4.3	  Know	  and	  apply	  grade-‐level	  phonics	  and	  word	  analysis	  skills	  in	  decoding	  words.	  A)	  Use	  combined	  knowledge	  of	  all	  letter-‐sound	  correspondences,	  
syllabication	  patterns,	  and	  morphology	  to	  read	  accurately	  unfamiliar	  multisyllabic	  words	  in	  context	  and	  out	  of	  context.	  

• RSFS.4.4	  Read	  with	  sufficient	  accuracy	  and	  fluency	  to	  support	  comprehension.	  A)	  Read	  grade-‐level	  text	  with	  purpose	  and	  understanding.	  B)	  Read	  grade-‐level	  
prose	  and	  poetry	  orally	  with	  accuracy,	  appropriate	  rate,	  and	  expression	  on	  successive	  readings.	  C)	  Use	  context	  to	  confirm	  or	  self-‐correct	  word	  recognition	  and	  
understanding,	  rereading	  as	  necessary.	  

• WS.3.1	  Write	  opinion	  pieces	  on	  topics	  or	  texts,	  supporting	  a	  point	  of	  view	  with	  reasons.	  A)	  Introduce	  the	  topic	  or	  text	  they	  are	  writing	  about,	  state	  an	  opinion,	  
and	  create	  an	  organizational	  structure	  that	  lists	  reasons.	  B)	  Provide	  reasons	  that	  support	  the	  opinion.	  C)	  Use	  linking	  words	  and	  phrases	  to	  connect	  opinion	  and	  
reasons.	  D)	  Provide	  a	  concluding	  statement	  or	  section.	  

• WS.3.2	  Write	  informative/explanatory	  texts	  to	  examine	  a	  topic	  and	  convey	  ideas	  and	  information	  clearly.	  A)	  Introduce	  a	  topic	  and	  group	  related	  information	  
together;	  include	  illustrations	  when	  useful	  to	  aiding	  comprehension.	  B)	  Develop	  the	  topic	  with	  facts,	  definitions,	  and	  details.	  C)	  Use	  linking	  words	  and	  phrases	  to	  
connect	  ideas	  within	  categories	  of	  information.	  D)	  Provide	  a	  concluding	  statement	  or	  section.	  

• WS.3.3	  Write	  narratives	  to	  develop	  real	  or	  imagined	  experiences	  or	  events	  using	  effective	  technique,	  descriptive	  details,	  and	  clear	  event	  sequences.	  A)	  Establish	  
a	  situation	  and	  introduce	  a	  narrator	  and/or	  characters;	  organize	  an	  event	  sequence	  that	  unfolds	  naturally.	  B)	  Use	  dialogue	  and	  descriptions	  of	  actions,	  thoughts,	  
and	  feelings	  to	  develop	  experiences	  and	  events	  or	  show	  the	  response	  of	  characters	  to	  situations.	  C)	  Use	  temporal	  words	  and	  phrases	  to	  signal	  event	  order.	  	  
D)	  Provide	  a	  sense	  of	  closure.	  

• WS.3.4	  With	  guidance	  and	  support	  from	  adults,	  produce	  writing	  in	  which	  the	  development	  and	  organization	  are	  appropriate	  to	  task	  and	  purpose.	  
• WS.3.7	  Conduct	  short	  research	  projects	  that	  build	  knowledge	  about	  a	  topic.	  
• WS.3.8	  Recall	  information	  from	  experiences	  or	  gather	  information	  from	  print	  and	  digital	  sources;	  take	  brief	  notes	  on	  sources	  and	  sort	  evidence	  into	  provided	  

categories.	  
• WS.4.1	  Write	  opinion	  pieces	  on	  topics	  or	  texts,	  supporting	  a	  point	  of	  view	  with	  reasons	  and	  information.	  A)	  Introduce	  a	  topic	  or	  text	  clearly,	  state	  an	  opinion,	  

and	  create	  an	  organizational	  structure	  in	  which	  related	  ideas	  are	  grouped	  to	  support	  the	  writer’s	  purpose.	  B)	  Provide	  reasons	  that	  are	  supported	  by	  facts	  and	  
details.	  C)	  Link	  opinion	  and	  reasons	  using	  words	  and	  phrases.	  D)	  Provide	  a	  concluding	  statement	  or	  section	  related	  to	  the	  opinion	  presented.	  

• WS.4.3	  Write	  narratives	  to	  develop	  real	  or	  imagined	  experiences	  or	  events	  using	  effective	  technique,	  descriptive	  details,	  and	  clear	  event	  sequences.	  A)	  Orient	  
the	  reader	  by	  establishing	  a	  situation	  and	  introducing	  a	  narrator	  and/or	  characters;	  organize	  an	  event	  sequence	  that	  unfolds	  naturally.	  B)	  Use	  dialogue	  and	  
description	  to	  develop	  experiences	  and	  events	  or	  show	  the	  responses	  of	  characters	  to	  situations.	  C)	  Use	  a	  variety	  of	  transitional	  words	  and	  phrases	  to	  manage	  
the	  sequence	  of	  events.	  D)	  Use	  concrete	  words	  and	  phrases	  and	  sensory	  details	  to	  convey	  experiences	  and	  events	  precisely.	  E)	  Provide	  a	  conclusion	  that	  follows	  
from	  the	  narrated	  experiences	  or	  events.	  

• WS.4.4	  Produce	  clear	  and	  coherent	  writing	  in	  which	  the	  development	  and	  organization	  are	  appropriate	  to	  task,	  purpose,	  and	  audience.	  
• WS.4.7	  Conduct	  short	  research	  projects	  that	  build	  knowledge	  through	  investigation	  of	  different	  aspects	  of	  a	  topic.	  
• WS.4.8	  Recall	  relevant	  information	  from	  experiences	  or	  gather	  relevant	  information	  from	  print	  and	  digital	  sources;	  take	  notes	  and	  categorize	  information,	  and	  

provide	  a	  list	  of	  sources.	  
• WS.4.9	  Draw	  evidence	  from	  literary	  or	  informational	  texts	  to	  support	  analysis,	  reflection,	  and	  research.	  A)	  Apply	  grade	  4	  Reading	  standards	  to	  literature.	  	  

B)	  Apply	  grade	  4	  Reading	  standards	  to	  informational	  texts.	  
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